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Introduction & Methods
A bull Asian Elephant in Amersfoort Zoo showed
severe stereotypical behaviour, recognized as
anticipation
behaviour
towards
predictable
positive events¹. After a set Baseline period,
management adjustments were implemented in
order to reduce this stereotypical behaviour. In
the Ad Libitum Food research phase, the elephant
was given control over his feeding activities². In
the Signalled Predictability research phase, a
bright yellow jacket was used as a signal, to
reliably indicate caretaker interactions (see right
picture)¹. The behavioural observations were
divided over morning and afternoon sessions.
What was the effect of these management
adjustments on the elephant’s behaviour?
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Results
During the Baseline stereotypical behaviour was observed significantly more in the morning, prior to training and feeding moments, compared to
the afternoon (Mann-Whitney U: P=0.002). Subsequently, foraging behaviour was significantly more observed in the afternoon (Mann-Whitney U:
P=0.027). During the Ad Libitum Food and Signalled Predictability research phases, there were gradually more natural behaviours observed, such
as maintenance (dusting), investigation, locomotion, manipulation and interaction with other elephants. Also, interest in enrichment increased.
Stereotypy frequency did not reduce significantly, but the observed anticipation behaviour decreased; foraging became the most frequent
behaviour in the morning observation sessions, and stereotypy behaviour was more randomly observed during the day.

Anecdote

Conclusion

After always ignoring the
younger
bull
elephant,
who occasionally joined
the study elephant on his
outdoor enclosure, the
elephant suddenly showed
interest in his younger
company during the last
research phase (Signalled
Predictability phase). They
are observed sparring,
touching and mounting.
This is exciting, since
these are all normal bull
behaviours!

Giving the elephant control over his feeding activities and
using a reliable signal, here in the form of a yellow jacket,
did have a positive influence on the elephant’s behaviour. A
broader variety of natural behaviours was observed, and
although the frequency of stereotypy did not decrease, the
anticipation component was clearly reduced.
This case study is a clear example of how management
greatly can affect the behaviour of animals, and underlines
that care for animals should be adapted to the individual.
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